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Nominal Vowel Alternation and Apophony in Ugaritic, 
some Afterthoughts, and a Bibliography on Internal Plural 

Gregorio del Olmo Lete – Universitat de Barcelona (IPOA) 
Gran Via de les Corts Catalanes, 585 – 08007 Barcelona 

[The Ugaritic lexicography provides a large series of allophonies some of them as mere phonetic alternances of 
the same lexeme and others as a result of a derivation process. In the latter case the allophony becomes apophony 
and it is particularly significant when it seems to hint at a complementary distribution of singular/plural forms thus 
insinuating the use of apophonic variant as the so called internal or broken plural. In this paper all the lexical items 
which may hint at this use in Ugaritic are gathered as witness of the retention of a common afroasiatic morph and at 
the same time the initial drive which be carried out in South-Semitic.] 

Keywords: vocalic allophony, apophony, external expansion, internal/broken plural. 
 

1. The theoretical issue 
 

Some years ago at The 13th Italian Meeting of Afro-Asiatic Linguistics (Udine 21th-24th May 2007) I 
delivered a paper dealing with the original/genetic binary allophony/apophony of primary Semitic bases, 
founded on Diakonoff’s theory of the primary vocalic dual modulation of the Semitic lexicon (/a::ә=u:i/).1 
Along with this basic (morphemic) apophony, the paper also considered the secondary conditioned vocalic 
alternation/variation (phonetic) or diferent productions of the same base in the diferent languages. In fact 
the vocalic alternation is a general phenomenon at work in all language in keeping with their own tonal 
modulation scores. In turn apophony underlines the flective process that characterises a large linguistic 
family or more exactly lingüistic type, into which the Semitic family belongs. 2 It is in fact a process of 
economy imposed by the limited possibilities of articulation and modulation possibilities avalable in any 
language. 

One of the morphological phenotypes in which this mechanism operates is known as the “internal 
plural”, which was so significant in the South-Eastern branch of the Semitic Languages. It is called 

 

1. See G. del Olmo Lete, “Phonetic Distribution in Semitic Binary Articulation Bases”, in Fr.M. Fales, G.Fr. Grassi, eds, 
CAMSEMUD 2007. Proceedings of the 13th Italian Meeting of Afro-Asiatic Linguistics Held at Udine, May 21th -24th, 2007, 
Padova 2010, pp. 79-86.   

2. See G. del Olmo Lete, “The Fundamental Problems of Comparative Linguistics. A forgotten Spanish contribution from 
the early 20th Century”, Aula Orientalis 23, 2005, 259ff., commenting on A. Amor Ruibal’s work: Los problemas fundamentales 
de la filología comparada. Su historia, su naturaleza y sus diversas relaciones científicas, Madrid/Barcelona/Leipzig 1904-1905 
(repr. 2005). 
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“internal” (better than “broken”(!), in my opinion) because it shows, in many cases as its only 
differentiating element, an apophonic allophony in the distribution of the vocalic modulation of the 
nominal pattern. In some cases this morpheme comes together with an extension by affixation/ infixation/ 
suffixation of the basic pattern. It is commonly believed that the “regular or external plural” operates only 
with the expansion mechanism (-ūma, -ātu); in contrast, in dealing with the “internal” plural we have to 
take into account both morphemes: vocalic/phonological apophony, and consonantal expansion. Actually 
the “external” regular plural also implies an apophonic alternance in relation to the singular template: the 
lengthening of the final vowel. In this case, the apophony supposes a quantitative vocalic alternance: -u # -
ū(ma), -at(u) # -āt(u), but it is vocalic alternance / apophony nonetheless, similar to that found in some 
patterns of the “internal plural”,3 the difference pending only on the “spot” of the template where the 
apophony occurs. So it could be said that the external plural apophony is “quantitative-flective” (-u-i-a //   
-ū-ī), while the apophony of the internal plural is “qualitative-basic” (sometimes quantitative as well). In 
the long run however this means that the regular/external and the internal/broken plural operate with the 
same morphological devices that coexisted from the very beginning of the verifiable Semitic morphology.  

As stated, apophony, qualitative (timbre) and quantitative (length) as well, is typical of the verbal 
system as a phonological phenomenon on which the organisation of the system depends,4 along with the 
prefixation, infixation and suffixation expansion patterns. Here, then, we also have the two morphs 
mentioned. This is a morphemic shaping that is common to the whole Semitic family without exception, 
even in its basic expansion patterns of personal and modal configuration, so it must be considered as 
proto-Semitic in its basic structure. Some authors also hold that this is the case of the internal plural, 
which they take as proto-Semitic, may be even of Afro-Asiatic ascendance, which was preserved in the 
South-Eastern Semitic branch and died out in the rest. For others this morph represents an innovation in 
Southern-Semitic. 5 

The guide to the development of this morph will inevitably be the series of patterns provided by Arabic 
Grammar where this phenomenon is so apparent and well subsytematised in its apophonic (vocalic) as 
well as expansive (pre-, inf- and suffixed consonantal expansions) forms, the OSA evidence is inferior in 
this regard due to the lack of vocalization, although it rerpresents an older stage. 
 
2. The simply phonetic ally conditioned allophony in Ugaritic  

 
As in any other language, in Ugaritic we also find allophones as variant realisations of consonants of 

the same or similar articulation point. But the variation or allophony was probably also present even more 
abundantly in the vocalic modulation. This aspect, however, is hidden behind the purely consonantal 
notation of this language. Only the bases with /ʔ/ in any of their positions allow us to ascertain this 

 

3. See in this regard and in general the fundamental work by J. Kuryłowicz, L’apophonie en sémitique, Wrocław /Warszawa 
/Kraków 1961, 36ff.; F. Corriente, Problemática de la pluralidad en semítico. El plural fracto, Madrid 1971, p. 84. To trace the 
possible presence of this morph in Ugaritic we will complie the sg./pl. forms of the lexemes quoted below. 

4. See Kuryłowicz, op. cit., 48ff. (“Les systèmes verbaux sémitique commun et akkadien”), 67ff. (“L’évolution du système 
verbal en ouestique”). 

5. See in this regard the good synthesis by Corriente, op. cit., pp. 55ff. (“Descripción diacróncia y génesis del plural 
fracto”); and the classic records by W. Wright, A Grammar of the Arabic Language, vol. I, Cambridge 19673, pp. 199-234 (“the 
more common forms”); and A. Murtonen, Broken Plurals. Origin and Development, Leiden 1964, pp. 1-14 (“Statistical analysis 
of single types”); also P. Stein, Untersuchungen zur Phonologie und Morpohologie des Sabäischen, Rahden (Westf.) 2003 (“Die 
Stammformen des gebrochene Plurals”, pp. 74--81). 
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phenomenon. But even in this case the apparently uncertain form of vowel notation of syllables with 
closing alif makes it difficult to draw relaible conclusions in this regard.6 

There is nevertheles a category of lexemes in which the allophony is clear and abundantly witnessed, at 
the same time leaving no doubt about the reason for this variation. This category is PNN with first /ʔ/.7 It 
presents three allophonies (ả/ỉ; ỉ/ủ; ả/ủ) with a clear prevalence of the /ả:ỉ/ alternance (+/- 28), the other 
two coming far behind: /ỉ:ủ/ (+/- 7), /ả:ủ/ (+/- 11).8 In turn the syllabic normalization infallibly transcribes 
/a-/; only three times do we have /ỉ-/ (i-ru-na , diš-ḫa-ra, iš-te-lu) and twice /ủ-/ (ú-ru-mì-ya, ur-te-nu).  
 
Allophony ả:ỉ Allophony ỉ:ủ  Allophony ả:ủ Syll. normalization   
 
    ỉ:ủbln        ia-ab-lu-nu 
ả:ỉbm            a-bu-ú-mu /a-bi-ma 
ả:ỉbn        ả:ủbn    a-ba-ni/ab-ba:bá-na 

ả:ủbny(n) 
ả:ỉbrm            a-bi-ra-mì 
ả:ỉby   ỉ:ủby        a-ba/be/bi-ya/a-bu-ia/ab-bi-ya 

ỉ:ủbyn        a-bi-ia-nu 
ả:ỉgy(n)             a-ga-ia/a-gu-ya/a-gi-ia-na 
ả:ỉġlkḏ:z            cf. Hurr-Ak. ả/ỉġl9, eḫelena 
ả:ỉġlyn            a-ḫal-ia-un   
ả:ỉḫġl              
ả:ỉḫmlk            a-ḫi-LUGAL, ŠEŠ.LUGAL 
ả:ỉḫmn            a/i-ḫi-ma-nu/ŠEŠ-mu/a-nu 
ả:ỉḫn        ả:ủḫn   a-ḫu-nu 
ả:ỉḫqm            Em. ʔAḫu-qâmu 
ả:ỉḫršp             
ả:ỉḫy(n)            a-ḫi-ia-/e:i-ḫé/ḫi-ia-nu, EŠ-ia-nu 
         ả:ủll (TN)  URU a-lu-ul-la/li 

ỉ:ủlmlk (?) DINGIR-mil-ku/DINGIR.LIM-mu-
lik/DINGIR-mu-lik 

    ỉ:ủln (?)        AN-ni/ú-la-nu    
ả:ỉlz (?)            al-la-zi/a-la-an-zu 

 

6. See J. Sanmartín Ascaso, “Notizen zur ugaritischen Orthographie”, UF 3, 1971, 173-180; J. Tropper, 
“Silbenschliessendes aleph im Ugaritischen - Ein neuer Versuch”, UF 22, 1990, 359-369 ; for a survey and critique of the 
different opinions see id., Ugaritische Grammatik (AOAT 273), Münster 2012, pp. 33-39. 

7. Some times the alternance appears between P(ersonal)N and T(opographical) or G(entilic)N. We will not take into 
account those cases, which may imply secondary variations.  

8. For the quoted PNN see always DUL a.v. (G. del Olmo Lete, J. Sanmartín. A Dictionary of the Ugaritic Language in the 
Alphabetic Tradition (HdO I/67), Leiden/Boston 20042), where the comparative material is documented. Some common names 
present also this kind of vocalic alternance without apparent semantic variation: ả:ỉrġn (/ʔ plus velar group r+ġ/, furthermore 
likely a Akk. loanword), ủ:ỉtml (intermediate timber: see Hb. ʔetmôl, Akk. (it)timali, Eth. tәmālem, ỉstnm/ủštnm, according to the 
unpublished text RIH 83/2:17 (see P. Bordreuil, “Variations vocaliques et notations sporadiques du génitif dans les textes 
alphabétiques de l’Ougarit”, SEL 5, 1988, 26.  

9. KTU 2.62:11; but the reading may be wrong; see (2014), a. l. 
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ả:ủnn   a-na-ni:a  
ả/ỉnšr(m) 

ảp:ủp (TN) URU ap-pí/ Akk./Eg. (?) ʔApum / ʔOpu / 
Upi 

ả:ỉpṯ             Cf. ảủpš/ṯ 
ả:/ỉrbn 
ả:ỉrm         ả:ủrm    

ả:ủrmy   ú-ru-mì-ya 
ả:ỉrn         ả:ủrn    DUMU i-ru-na 
ả:irt 

ả:ủrtn   ú-ri-te/ar-te-nu/ar-ta-na/ur-te-nu 
ả:ỉry(n)         ả:ủryn (?)  a-ri-ya 

ả:ủrz 
ỉ:ủšḫry         diš-ḫa-ra 

ả:ỉtn              at-ta-nu/it-ta-na[ 
ả:iṯtl              iš-te-lu 

 
Some remarks are in order with regard to these alternances. First of all the vast majority of examples of 

alternance /ả:ỉ/ and some of /ả:ủ/ correspond to bases in which the opening glottal stop /ʔ/ is followed by a 
velar phoneme (/ḫ/, /ġ/) or by the dental-rolled /r/. Now, in Semitic grammar the effect these articulatory 
phonemes exert on the neighbouring vowels is well known, above all when they take the position of 
syllable closing phoneme. When in the position of syllable opening phoneme, phonetic 
assimilation/dissimilation of the type /ảḫ-a-, ỉḫ-i-, ủḫ-u-/ must be taken into account (see later). On the 
other hand the existence in the spoken language of intermediate phonemes of the type /a:i=е, ә/, /i:u=ü/, 
for which the writing device (alphabet) has no coresponding sign, may be hidden beneath these 
alternances. Finally this phenomenon may have been stressed by the foreign character of most of those 
PNN, whose transcription in Ugaritic was not clear at all.10  

In any case we are dealing with a simple phonetic phenomenon of vocalic variation, without any 
semantic or morphemic bearing whatever. Furthermore we cannot suggest a scribal error, because there is 
no significant similarity between the alif signs, above all between /ả/ and /ủ:ỉ. On the one hand, 
phonetically they correspond to the three well known modulation degrees that make up the inflectional 
Semitic System; on the other, they occupy an open syllabic position which provides the actual modulation 
degree and rules out the use of a simple graphic convention as can be proposed in the case of the closing 
syllable position (see later). One might nevertheless presume nevertheless that the primitive strict 
consonantal system persisted in Ugarit, recognising only the /ả/ sign (at the head of the alphabet) for the 
three possible vocalic modulation of the alif/hamza, like any other consonant, along with the innovation 
with signs for /ỉ/ and /ủ/ (attached at the end of the alphabet), which set aside the /ả/ only for /a/ vocalic 
modulation. In this case the actual pronunciation would be that represented by the signs /ʔi:u/, which 
nevertheless would not be the case according to syllabic transcription. 

This phonetic alternance can also be found in extended lexemes of first radical /ʔ/, which consequently 
appears in second position in the extended consonantal pattern:  

 

10. See J. Keetman, “Wechselwirkung von Vokalen und Gutturalen im Semitischen unter dem Einfluss anderen Sprachen”, 
JSS 59/1, 2009, 1-17. 
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TN /mả:ỉḫd/, GN /mả:ỉḫdy [syll. ma-ḫa-di-yu]/, /mả:/ỉšmn/.11  
In this case the the alif sign occupies a closing syllable position with mere consonantal value; the first 

two are attached to a velar phoneme and the third is an Akk. loanword (mišmunnu). 
 
3. Assimilative or allographic variation in roots /Iʔ/ and /IIʔ/ 

 
Ug. ảb (*ʔảb(b)-),12 “father”    /ỉb- (*ʔỉb(b?)-), “father” 
sg.-abs.        sg. abs. 
passim         ỉlỉb ((in lists: KTU 1.47:2; 1.118:1) 
 
The second appears only in comp. names, of which ỉlỉb is the most significant; no pl. form is extant. 

The allophony has a clear assimilative origin (total progressive assimilation).13 
 

Ug. ảḫ (*ʔaḫ-), “brother”     ỉḫ // ủḫ (*ʔi:uḫ-), “brother” 
 

sg. abs., abs. pl. ảḫm (*ʔaḫūma)    sg./pl. only with pn. suff.,  
sg. passim        for the different instances of ảh-, ỉḫ-, ủḫ-  
šbʕ ảḫm (KTU 1.14 I 9)     (-y, -k. -h, see DUL a.v.) 
 
Allophony by contiguous progressive inflectional assimilation: case ending -u, -i, -a. These allophonies 

are only present in prose, not in literary texts. 
 
Ug. ảl (*ʔāl-), “ram”     ilm (*ʔīl-), “ram(s)” 
du. ảlm, abs.       pl. abs. 
ṯrmt ảlm (KTU 1.82:8)     mrỉ ỉlm (KTU 1.22 I 13) 
 
The interpretation of both texts is rather hypothetical because of their broken context, and in any case 

the documentation is rather limited. We have to take into account the actual lexical “root” of this Ug. 
lexeme: /ʔyl/, according to Heb. ʔayl, and its regular contraction in Ug. /*ʔêlu/, of which the alternance 
ảl/ỉl is a witness. In this regard see also the alternance between central Akk. ālu and peripheral Em.Akk. e-
lu14. Most probably this is another case of inflectional assimilative allography of an intermediate phoneme: 
du. nom. *ʔala-mu, pl.gen. *ʔilīm.  

 
Ug. ảr (*ʔār-), “light”     ỉr (*ʔīr-), “light” 
ảr, sg. abs./constr.      sg. abs. oblq. in the syntagm bỉr (*bi-ʔīri) 
bt ảr /1.3 III 6), ảr yrḫ (KTU 1.24:38)   lbšt b ỉr (KTU 1.13:25)15 
 

 

11. In the alternance /mỉ:ủd # mủ:ỉd/ there may be a scribal mistake; see Akk. maʔd-/muʔd-, Heb. meʔôd; see infra mỉ:ủd. 
12. See G. Del Olmo Lete, “The Biconsonantal Semitic Lexicon 1. The Series /ʔ-X-/”, Aula Orientalis 22, 2004, 37f. 
13. See S. Moscati, ed., An Introduction to the Comparative Grammar of the Semitic Languages. Phonology and 

Morphology, (PLO NS 6). Wiesbaden 1964, pp. 5ff. The homograph ỉb, “enemy” comes from a different lexical base (< /ʔyb/); 
see Del Olmo Lete, art. cit., p. 43. Similarly the pairs ảhbt/ỉhbt, ảnš/ỉnš, ảnšt/ỉnšt, etc. are not actual alternances; they derive from 
different lexical bases. Examples of the different nom. forms (abs., constr., sg., pl.) are provided.  

14. See DUL a.v. 
15. For other interpretations of the text see DUL a.v. 
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Allophony by reciprocal assimilative process. No pl. certified for both forms.  
 
Ug. ảrgmn (*ʔargamān-), “tribute, offering” ỉrgmn (*ʔirgamānu), “tribute(s)” 
sg./ pl. abs., constr.       sg./pl. (?) abs. 
ảrgmn d ybl (KTU 3.1:18)   
spr ảrgmnm (KTU 4.369:1), unlikely  
encl. –m  
spr ảrgmn špš gen. (KTU 4.610 I 1),    ambiguous  spr ỉrgmn (KTU 4.181:1)  
 
The clearly atested pl. extended form invites us to take ả:ỉrgmn as a new case of conditioned vocalic 

alternance (/ả + r/; may be a foreign word with intermediate /a-i/ timbre), like the ones found in the group 
of PNN dealt with previously. It is nevertheless suspicious that the lexeme almost always occurs in clear 
pl. context, so we may have here the use of the sg. with a collective pl. sense. 

 
Ug. mỉd (*miʔd- ), “abundance, plenty”  mủd (*muʔd-), “abundance, plenty” 
sg. abs. (and adv. use)/constr.     sg. constr.  
ʕz mỉd (KTU 2.10:13), mỉd ksp (1.4 V 15) 
mủd ṣỉn (KTU 1.5 III 23). 
 
No pl. form is attested, as mỉdm šlm in KTU 2.39:3 is a construction with encl. -m; see mỉd šlm 

elsewhere.16 Most likely this is an allography of the same lexeme of pattern /qi:utl-/ according the 
uncertain vocalisation of the closing alef. We should also consider the possible original alternative 
modulation /i:u = е/ according the original Semitic vocalic modulation proposed by Diakonoff, as pointed 
out above.17 In a literary context (KTU 1.14 II 35) the lexeme mảd is taken as the basic verbal form (see 
infra ỉl/ủl), but it could also be the actual nominal form of which mī:ūd would just be a graphic variant 
(see also supra n. 10) and of which mảdt could be the plural form.18 

 
Ug. tảnt (*tV?nat-), “whispering”    /tủnt (*tVʔnat-), “whispering” 
sg.constr.         sg. constr. 
tảnt šmm ʕm ảrṣ (KTU 1.3 III 24)    tủnt šmm ʕm ảrṣ (KTU 1.1.III 14) 
 
The identity of the formula makes it necessary to see this allophony as a mere scribal variation.  

 
4. Lexical apophonies in roots/bases /Iʔ/ and /IIʔ/ (different lexemes, by derivative semantic shift) 

 
Another group of phonetic alternances can be ascertained in common nominal /Iʔ/ and /IIʔ/ bases, this 

time with relevant semantic shift as a consequence of a derivation process; the terms represent different 
lexemes. Their primary element is a sort of Primärwort or morpho-semantic source. Morphologically the 

 

16. See DUL a. v.; also for the adv. use of the lexeme (cf. Eng. “a lot”, Cat. “força”). 
17. See M.I. Diakonoff, “Problems of Root Structure in Proto-Semitic”, Archiv Orientálni 38, 1970, 453-477; see the art. 

cit., supra n. 1 in which primary radical Semitic apophonies are gathered: ảb/ỉb, nảt/nỉt, ảd/ủd, ảdn/ỉdn, ảmt/ỉmt, ản/ỉn, ảz/ủz (?)... 
18. See Tropper, Ugaritische Grammar, p. 295; but cf. D. Pardee, rev. on line http://www.univie.ac.at./orientalistik/ 

Afo.html #pardee, p. 181 (“vocalized as a singular). 
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alternance is found frequently between monosyllabic (/qatl/, /qitl/, /qutl/) or bisyllabic paterns (/qatal/, 
/qital/, /qutal/ ...). The allophonies can be: /ʔa:u/, /ʔa:i/, /ʔi:u/, like in the first group.19 

 
Ug. ảdn (*ʔadān-)20, “lord”     ủdn (*ʔud(u)n-), “dominion”  
sg. abs./const., concr.       sg. suff., abstr.  
no pl. extant        no pl. extant 
ảt ảdn tpʕr (KTU 1.1 IV 17)     mšṣṣ k ʕṣr ủdnh (KTU 1.3 IV 2) 
ảdn ỉlm rbm (KTU 1.124:1)       

 
Ug. ủdn (*ʔudn), “ear”       ỉdn (*ʔidn-), “authorization” 
sg., abs., concr.        sg. abs. abstr. 
w ỉn ủdn ymn (KTU 1.103:35)     šṣa ỉdn ly (KTU 2.15:5) 
 
According to the Arabic lexicography both terms come from the same base (*ʔ-ḏ-n); but the etymology 

of ỉdn is debatable. 
 
Ug. ảdr (*ʔadar-), “wonderful, noble”   ủdr (*ʔudr-), “nobility, splendour” 
sg., abs., constr., pl., concr.     sg. constr. abstr. 
ḥlm ảdr (KTU 1.16 I 8)       ủdr ỉlqṣm (KTU 1.4 V 17) 

 tḥt ảdrm (KTU 1.7 V 7) 
 
According to the frequent abstract derivative function of the pattern /qutl/, it is preferable to take ủdr as 

a sg. abstract noun used for a concreet pl. (< “the splendour” // “the most splendid”) than to see a 
suggestion of an internal pl. here.  

 
Ug. ảkl (*ʔak(a)l-), “grain, food” ỉkl (ʔikl-), “act of eating”21  
sg. abs./const., concr.  sg. suff.. abstr. 
ảkl l qryt (KTU 1.14 II 28)  bt ỉkl (KTU 1.22 I 24) 
ảkl ḥpr bt (KTU 4.688:2)    
no pl. extant no pl. extant 

 
Ug. ỉl (*ʔīl-), “god”  ủl (*ʔūl-), “force”22  
sg. abs., concr. common and DN  sg. abs., abstr. 
ỉl w ảṯrt (KTU 1,65:5; passim)  ṣbủ ủl mảd (KTU 1,14 II 35) 
pl. abs. ỉlm (*ʔilūma) no pl. certified for this form 
ỉlm w ỉlht (KTU 1.25:2)    

 

19. It is presumed that the abstr. form is the derived form. In this connection the concrete/abstract opposition could be 
considered as an apophonic model of the opposition sg./pl. The abstract noun turns out to be a sort of generic plural from the 
semantic point of view. The pair ảbdy/ủbdy remains outside consideration, since the second term is a non Semitic loanword; see 
DUL a.v. 

20. This lexeme is not a primary noun ( > /ʔad + ān/); see Del Olmo Lete, “The Biconsonantal Semitic Lexicon. 1”, p. 45. 
21. In this case both allophonies must be equally primar. It is a case of correlation “action/object” < “verb/noun”. See in this 

regard G. del Olmo Lete, Questions de linguistique sémitique. Racine et lexème. Histoire de la recherche (Antiquités Sémitiques, 
5), Paris 2003, pp. 49ff.  

22. See Del Olmo Lete, “The Biconsonantal Semitic Lexicon. 1”, p. 52. 
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Ug. ảlmn-t (*ʔalm-ān-at-), “widow” 23 ủlmn (*ʔulmū:ān-), “widowhood”  
sg. abs., concr. sg. abs., abstr. 
dn ảlmnt (KTU 1.1.16 VI 33) ḫṭ ủlmn (KTU 1.23:9) 
no pl. extant no pl. extant24 

 
Ug. ảr (*ʔār-), “light”  ủr (*ʔūr-), “fire” 
sg. abs./constr., concr.  sg. abs., abstr./deriv. (?)25 
bt ảr (1.3 III 6); ảr yrḫ (KTU 1.24:38) yġlm ủr (KTU 1.19 II 17) 
no pl. extant pl.(?) abs. ủrm (*ʔūrūma)26 
b ủrm w šnpt, 1.119:19 passim 
 
Ug. rỉš (*ra:iʔš-), “head”  rủš (*ruʔ(u)š), “desease of the head”27 
sg. abs./constr., concr.28 sg. abs., abstr.  
nšủ rỉš (KTU 1.6 III 12); rỉš ġly (KTU rủš ʕly (KTU 2.63:9) 
1.19 III 54); rỉš ārgmn (KTU 1.87:4) 
pl. rỉšt, rāšt, rāšm  pl. no extant 
ʕtkt rīšt (KTU 1.3 II 12);  
tšủ ỉlm rảštkm (KTU 1.2 I 9) 
d šbʕt rāšm (KTU 1.3 III 42).29  
 
The alternance šảl, “demand”, // šỉl, “questioner”, is likely a case of verbal apophony (maṣdar // act. 

part.: yqrb b šảl (KTU 1.14 I 38); lm l lỉkt šỉl šlmy (KTU 2.63:8). However, the evidence is very limited. 
 
In this group the allophony/alternance is clearly apophonic, not merely phonetic; that is, it implies 

semantic variation in two diferent lexemes.30 This means that the nominal system has its apophonic pattern 
of derivation/diversification parallel to that of the more developed verbal system.31 We can even speculate 
that this complementary opposition/distribution may have acted as a diffusive pattern for the creation of 
internal plurals. In this regard we may consider plurality as a sort of abstraction (although at the same time 

 

23. The subjacent m. form is sociologically irrelevant, since in the Ancient Near Eastern society no man could be 
considered a “widower”. The lexical shape would follow the pattern /qtl-ān/, see ảd-n (*ʔad-ān-) 

24. The multiple vocalic alternances ản/ỉn/ủn seem to come from different lexical base; so it is not easy to find an 
allophonic relationship between them.  

25. It is difficult to establish the derivation relationship “light/fire”, but culturally the perception of light may have come 
first. 

26. Less likely a double adv. marker; cf. HB. ʔûrîm, šelāmîm in the same cultic context. The lexical difference is well 
stablished, see. Hb. ʔôr // ʔûr. 

27. See DUL a. l. and /r-ʔ-š/, “to toss the head”, equine ailment. 
28. For this type of the apophony see supra ỉl//ủl. 
29. On these forms see infra. 
30. “Il faut rigoreusement distinguer entre apophonie, qui relève de la morphologie, et alternance, phénomène purement 

phonologique” (Kuryłowicz, L’apophonie en sémitique, p. 195).  
31. “C’est le verbe primaire qui est le foyer principal du rayonnement de l’apophonie vocalique pour la simple raison 

qu’elle est bien installée dans sa flexion”; see Kurylowizc, op. cit., p. 198. 
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a primary “semantic universal”)32 born lexically at the same time as the numbering system. “Numbers” 
seem have being among the first abstraction systems that man achieved, if not the fisrst.33 Numbers as 
tokens of different pluralities became a lexical phenomenon that could develop in two different 
directions:34 as a lexical general/unifying pattern (lexical external marker) or as a specific designative 
device of different “wholes” linked to the semantic category it “quantified”. A very old system of the first 
trend/direction of quantifying distinguishes four quantities, combining at the same time external markers 
of number and gender: the nomen unitatis (-0 # /-(a)t(u)/),35 the nomen dualitatis (/-(ā)m(a)/ # -0), the 
nomen (plurale) paucitatis for the first ten digits (/-(ū)m(a)/ // /-(ā)t(u)/) (later extended outside this frame) 
and the nomen (plurale) abundantiae sive multitudinis or undifferentiated nomen (plurale) (-0 # /-at(u)/), 
that is, the collective value of the sg./indefinite lexeme.36 The other trend/direction, albeit maintaining the 
first two quantifying degrees, developed a system of apophonic internal or inflected models for digital and 
general quantification (while maintaining the morphological distribution); in these models, following the 
ones provided by the verbal inflection, the singular phonetic pattern of the base and its semantic value 
cooperate in the development of some specific group plurals which nevertheless are interchanged in many 
cases later on, giving rise to the undefferentiated plurality of forms for a single base, whose intended items 
could originally be quantified from different semantic perspectives. The same process can be seen in the 
pattern development of the maṣdar: from the only Eastern type (/qatāl-/) to the dual WS type (/qatāl-/, 
/qatl:qitl:qutl-/) through the multiple SS realisations. Initailly this may have been semantically as well as 
morphologically conditioned before becoming ramdon in the long term. 

These two models or trends of quantifying coexisted and both are primitive, not only in the Semitic 
family but also in other branches of the Afro-Asiatic phylum. The later diachronic development of the 
Semitic family gave rise to a clear cut division between the evolution of the two systems. While the North-
Eastern and Western families clung almost exlcusively to the first trend, the South-Eastern branches 
underwent into a massive development of the second pattern37 for the quantification of the third and fourth 
degrees mentioned, each branch developing its own system with many distinctive features of its own. 
There was no unifying frame for all of them, which suggests an independent development of the system 
under the impulse of the same morphological scheme.  

In this regard, as in many other grammatical issues, the Semitic language continuum of the second 
millennium Syria offers the chance to check the correctness of this assumption. 

 

 

32. See An. Wierzbicka, “Semantic Primitives Across Language: A Critical Review”, in Cl. Goddard, An. Wierzbicka, eds, 
Semantic and Lexical Universals. Theory and Empirical Findings (Studies in Language Companion Serie, 25), 
Amsterdam/Philadelphia 1994, p. 472f. (“all, much/many”).  

33. See D. Schmandt-Besserat, Before Writing. Vol. 1: From Counting to Cueniform, Austin TX 1992 p. 196ff. The plural 
appears as the opposite of the nomen unitatis, but before defining the totality several other sorts of plurality were developed: 
nomen paucitatis, abundantiae …; see Wright, A Grammar of Arabic Language, p. 234. 

34. For a similar scheme of the double origin of the Semitic plural pattern see Corriente, Problemática de la pluralidad en 
semítico, p. 72.  

35. See in Ug.: ảny // ảnyt , qdm // qdmt, mṭr // mṭrt, mṯb // mṯbt, tmn // tmnt (?) (-0/-t = m./f. = sg./pl.). 
36. The collective value has been correctly emphasized in all the treatments of the internal plural as a fundamental element 

of its genesis. But we must keep in mind that the cathegory of “collective” properly applies to the sig. form with universal value 
for all the individuals under this singular definition, while in the other cases we refer to different “groups” or “wholes” in limited 
or more or less indefinite number of individuals. They can be defined as ‘flock of ’, ‘team of’, ‘group of’, and so on (even in 
general ‘people’), according to the sort of units they quantify. Some times they represent well defined sets: e.g. “fingers”, 
“months”, etc.  

37. See Corriente, Problemática de la pluralidad en semítico, p. 72f. 
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5. The question of internal plural in Ugaritic  
 
In 1947 S. Moscati published the first pioneer study on the internal or broken plural in Ugaritic;38 since 

then the issue has received little attention or has not found an adequate place in the normative grammar.39 
However, Moscati focusses mainly on the discussion of some expanded lexemes (“Gruppo aqtl, iqtl, uqtl, 
uqtlt, qtyl, qtln, qtltl”), while the examples taken from the “Gruppo qtl”, in which the question of 
apophony sg./pl. is essential, are almost all irrelevant today in terms of their possible internal plural form; 
the form is unverifiable, given the merely consonantal writing. In contrast, no attention is paid to lexemes 
in which the vocalic apophony is traceable. Now, as stated, the question of the “internal or broken plural” 
cannot be addressed , either in Ugarit or in any other Semitic language, outside the more general morph of 
“apophony” or “base change”, the well-attested device also at work in verbal inflection. This internal 
plural was already pointed out as an issue of apophony by Kuryłovicz in his classical work on the 
subject.40 But it is also of course a question of “phonetic expansion”, internal and external. These two 
complementary issues should be taken into consideration. 

In view of what we have said, both systems, verbal and nominal, turn out to be proto-Semitic; 
nevertheless we can hypothesize that the mechanisms passed from the verbal into the nominal System, 
thus harmonising the two systems with a double score of templates, apophonic and expansive, either alone 
or together. In this connection we should note that the verbal morphological expansions still reveal their 
pronominal origin, while the nominal pattern expansion appears completely grammaticalised. The 
relationships between the two morphological systems (verbal and nominal) invite to a thorough 
investigation. In this regard the morphology of the maṣdar as a nominal and verbal phenotype, deserves a 
special attention, as was pointed out above, since it presents certain structural points in common with the 
internal plural, non the last its múltiple patterns besides the accepted regular /qatālu/.41  

We will systematise the possible ancient NWS/Ugaritic morphs with an apparent bearing on this issue, 
remarking that the possible apophonic patterns (pure internal vs. pure external or composite pattern) are 
only recognisable through the narrow window of the triliteral /Iʔ/ and /IIʔ/ bases and that the sillabic 
notation is of little help in this respect, as pointed out above. We will also gather together the expanded 
forms and integrate them into the common scheme of internal plurals, even the expanded forms (by 
infixed -h- v.g.) which are usually recorded independently as with no relation to this issue.  

 
 

 

38. See S. Moscati, “Plurali interni in ugaritico?”, RSO 32, 1957 (Scritti in onore di Giuseppe Furlani, I), 399-352.  
39. The main exception would be J. Aistleitner, Untersuchungen zur Grammatik des Ugaritischen (BVSAWL 100/6), 

Berlin 1954, pp. 36-47 (“Der Plural der Nomina”), the section on which Moscati’s critic centers, closely following its data. 
Gordon, Segert, Sivan, Huehnergard, Bordeuil-Pardee, leaving aside other minor gramatical descriptions, do not take this issue 
into considetation. In a more cursory way also Tropper (Ugaritische Grammar, pp. 294-297) touchs on this topic, without 
mentioning it, under the epigraph: “Nominalbasis vor der Pluralendung”. A sporadic reference can be seen in Corriente’s 
comprehensive study quoted above (p. 117, 119), with the pertinent bibliographical references on the topic. Nor do the synthetical 
language descriptions pay any attention to this question in their presentation of Ugaritic grammar. Among the Comparative 
Semitic treatments, besides Brockelmann’s Grundriss, the classical formalization, see today Ed. Lipiński, Semitic Languages 
Outline of a Comparative Grammar (OLA 80), Leuven 1997, pp. 245-251 (“Internal Plural”).  

40. See Kuryłowicz, L’apophonie en sémitique, p. 179: “Le problème des pluriels dits internes ou brisés (ar. mukassar), qui 
jouent un rôle si important en sémitique meridional, est correctament référé à l’apophonie dénominative, bien qu’ìl soit plus facile 
de rattacher ces pluriels au verbe qu’au nom. Car l’identité formelle de la plupart des pluriels brisés avec les noms abstraits 
déverbatives a été de tout temps évidente”.  

41. See Tropper, Ugaritische Grammatik, pp. 480-490. 
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6. Simple vowel alternance as apparent number apophony of the same (IIʔ) root 
 

Ug. mỉt (*miʔ(a)t-) “(one) hundred”   mảt (miʔāt-) “(several) hundreds”  
sg. abs./constr. (better appositional)   pl. abs./constr. 
ảr mỉt (KTU 4.777:3); mỉt bd PN (KTU 4.407:2)  spl ṯlṯ mảt, and passim 
mỉt šmn (KTU 4.272:1)    
 
As in the two following examples the allophony is probably caused on one hand by the vocalic notation 

of the syllable closing alif42 (alternatively, by the vocalism -/i/- of the first syllable: pattern /qital/) and on 
the other by the vocalic quantity and stress of the feminine pl. morpheme -/-āt/. This is also the case with 
the external regular pl. (cf. Hb. mēʔāh//mēʔôt).  

  
Ug. pỉt (*pa:iʔt-), “temple”      pảt (*pa:iʔāt-), “temple”, “temples” (?) 
sg. abs./constr.         sg. (?)/pl. abs./constr. 
ysḥl pỉt (1.17 II 9); pỉt ảdm (KTU 1.107:3)  pảt ảḥd (KTU 4.136:1); ln ykn pảt (KTU 2.75:7) 
           pảt mdbr (KTU 1.14 III 1) 
 
It is not easy to determine the number of these allophonies, most probably due to the variant notation of 

the vowel of the syllable closing alif and the different length of the pl. in –t , as pointed out in the fomer 
case. The sintagms pảt ảḥd and ykn pảt seem to indicate a sg. form, unless we presume that in this case the 
vocalisation reproduces the timber of the syllable opening /ʔ/: sg. *pi ʔat , pl. *pi ʔāt (cf. Hb. pēʔāh // pēʔôt; 
Ebl. bi-a-tum; Akk.Mari piātum), the sg. notation pỉt being an archaism to be found only in literary or 
ritual texts, while in prose texts the form pảt stays for both, sg. and pl. It is the same alternance we find in 
the following example: rỉšt/rāšt. In any case it is a question of orthography, not of morphological 
apophony. 

 
Ug. rỉš (*ra:iʔš-), “head”      rỉšt, rảšt, rảšm (*ra:iʔšāt:m-)  
sg.abs.          pl. abs./suff. 
nšủ rỉš ḥrṯm (KTU 1.16 III 12)  ʕtk rỉšt (KTU 1.III 2 12), tšủ ỉlm rāštkm (KTU 1.2 I 

29), šbʕt rảšm (KTU 1.3 III 42) 
 
Again the apparent allophony may actually be a simple allography of the syllable closing alif 

mentioned above (pattern *ra:iʔš-; cf. Arab. raʔs-; Akk. rē:āš-; Ebl. riš-; Syr. rīš-); the pl. is actually 
signed out by the alternative external extension /-t:m/. On the other hand, the alternative vocalisation is 
also witnessed in the different Semitic languages: Akk. rāšu/rēsu, Ebl. riš-, Hb. rôʔš (< raʔš), Ar. raʔs, Syr. 
rīš(-āʔ), Eth. rәʔ(ә)š. The duplicity of the external pl. is an ingteresting feature, which is common among 
broken pls. On the other hand, note the regular numeral polar (gender and number) concordance: šbʕt 
rảšm.43 Nothing hints at an internal pl. form.  

 
Ug. šỉn (*ši:aʔn-) “shoe”       šảnt (*ši:aʔnāt-) “(car) rims” (?), by seman. shift 
du. abs. šỉnm         pl. abs. (?) 
šỉnm l yšt (KTU 1.164:2, but see …)    w l šảnt ṯṯ (KTU 4.392:2) 

 

42. The notation mỉt (syllable closing alif) suggests that the original pattern is /qitl-/ better than /qital-/ (?). 
43. See Tropper, Ugaritische Grammar, p. 392f. 
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The attestation is insufficient, being found mostly in broken contexts. The meaning of šảnt in KTU 
4.392:2 is highly controversial (see DUL a.v.) and furthermore we are not sure that this is the same 
lexeme. The numerical concordance seems regular, although the word order is inverted.  

 
Ug. ṯảr (*ṯa ʔ(a)r-), “safety, protection”    ṯỉr(-k) (*ṯaʔr-), “protections” (?) 
sg. constr. (?)        pl.(?) suff.  
ṯảr ủm (KTU 1.14 I 15)       šbʕ ṯỉrk (KTU 1.18. I 25) 
 
In both cases we are dealing with hapax in highly controversial and broken texts (DUL a.v.), so the 

certification must be deemed insufficient to provide a sound conclusion; for the lexical pattern see Arab. 
ṯaʔr-, the only certain lexical parallel at our disposal. However, we are sure that the regular syntax of the 
numerals would presuppose a pl.f. form44 in ṯỉr-k, to be expected in a literary text, but the suffix may also 
conceal an extended external pl. (/-m/), the alternance /a:i/ being merely a graphical convention as in the 
former examples. The uncertain, broken context of the texts does not allow valid parsing and conclusion.  

 
To sum up: processes of assimilation and allophony do not touch on the question of the internal 

apophonic plural, nor does the allographic scribal practice. They represent generic phonetic phenomena 
that merely witness the ease with which allophony may appear in the nominal morphology. 

 
7. Some appaling examples of apparent numeral thematic apophony in Ugaritic  

 
What is meant here is a proto-apophony of different lexemes, namely, internal apophonies in roots /Iʔ/ 

by free non conditioned apophonic alternance, namely, the apophony that is constitutive of the internal 
plural. 

 
Ug. ṯảt (*ṯi ʔat-; cf. Em. ši-a-ti, /šiʔātu/),45 “ewe” ṯủt (*ṯuʔut-(?)) / ṯảt (*ṯi ʔāt-)46 
sg. abs.          pl. contr./abs. 
k lb ṯảt (KTU 1.6 II 29)       ṯủt ṭbḫ (KTU 1.80:3)  
 
A possible pl. ṯảt- in KTU 1.111:18, šbʕ ṯảt, is uncertain (cf. DUL a.v.), but not impossible, in perfect 

accordance with the regular numeral concordance; in this case it should be a regular external plural. In 
KTU 1.6 II 29 the form ṯảt could also be a pl.47 The allophony ṯủt is surprising all the same. See in this 
connection the Akk. double form šuātu/šâtu and šuʔu.48 Maybe in this category of animal flock/herd the 
group denomination (“flock”) appeared for the fisrt time for the pl. (cf. beside ṯảt/ṯủt: ảl/ỉl [?], ỉmr/ảmr, 

 

44. See E. Verreet, “Der Keret-Prolog”, UF 19, 1987, 325. 
45. See E.J. Pentiuk, West Semitic Vocabulary in the Akkadian Texts from Emar (HSS 49), Winona lake IN 2001, p. 171f. 
46. But see Tropper, Ugaritische Grammatik, p. 179, 185: “ṯut /ṯa ʔôt-/ < /*ṯa ʔawt- < *ṯa ʔawat- “Mutterschaft” 1.80:3: es 

handelt sich offenbar um eine phonet. Variante zu ṯat /ṯaʔât-/ < *ṯa ʔawat- “Mutterschaft” (1.6 :29&) und nich um eine Pluralform”. 
But the Emar parallel weakens this parsing to some extent. See also in the same direction D. Pardee, Les Textes rituels. Fascicule 
1 (RSOu XII), Paris 2000, p. 437, n. 9.  

47. The reading ṯảtt ṣỉn of KTU 1.103:1 is rather suspected; see Pardee, op. cit., pp. 533ff.; Tropper, op. cit., p. 297; Del 
Olmo Lete, Canaanite Religion according to the liturgical texts of Ugarit (AOAT 406), Münster 2014,, p. 299ff ([l?]ảtt ṣỉn); but 
now KTU: ṯknt ṣỉn. 

48. See CAD Š3, 417.  
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along with ṣỉn),49 naturally among the nomadic people the “whole or group” of animals, a flock, is a 
(lexical) singular and (semantic) plural (ṣỉn: ảlp w ṣỉn, ṣỉn mrảt, but also ḫmš ṣỉn, šbʕm ṣỉn…), since the 
sg. can, mainly in these nouns of animal species, also assume collective/plural value. In this scenario, 
starting from the species or generic noun, the need was felt to develop numerical forms such as “nomen 
unitatis”, different “nomina paucitatis”50 and also “nomen multitudinis” which that in the long term lost 
their specific plural meaning and became mere alternative forms of internal/broken pl.51 In this way 
double initially plural forms appear (with and without external markers). The verbal active/agent on the 
contrary, completely indefinite without connoting an empirical “group”, cannot be taken as a particular 
collective and developed only an external plural. There may be a socio-economic conditioning of the 
morphology. 

 

Ug. ỉmr (*ʔimr-) “lamb”      ảmr (*ʔamar-), “lambs”  
sg. abs./ constr.        pl. abs. (?) 
ỉmr w ynt qrt (KTU 1.119:10)      tdbḥ ảmr (KTU 1.20 I 10) 
ỉmr b py (KTU 1.6 II 22); tṭbḫ ỉmr (1.16 IV 20) 
lqḥ ỉmr dbḥ b ydh (KTU 1.14III 56)  
 

Undoubted ỉmr is a sg. form, as can be seen from the quoted texts. However, the context of a banquet 
being offered to many guests requires ảmr in KTU 1.20 I 10 to be a pl. form as well. But the broken 
contex (line end) does not allow us to parse it reliably as an abs. or contr. form. In the first case it seems a 
serious cadidate for consideration as an apophonic internal pl. without the external marker –m. However in 
a clear plural context we have also a parallel syntagm that involves the form ỉmr: šql ṯrm w mrỉ ỉlm, ʕglm 
dt šnt ỉmr qmṣ llỉm (KTU 1.22 I 12-14). If we take ỉmr as a separate item we must parse it as an abs. pl. 
also, like the other items to be sacrified (ṯrm, ʕglm, llỉm): it would be either an allophone of ảmr or a sg. 
form with plural/collective meaning. In this case this seems less likely, taking into account the contextual 
quoted items, all of them morphological external plurals. But it can also be parsed as a constr. pl. (ỉmr 
qmṣ, see mrỉ ỉlm) of an external regular form ỉmr-m.52 The case remains uncertain, but deserves special 
attention, since here we can invoke the alternative vocalic notation mentionend, in this case a free, 
unconditioned allophony, which means an authentical apophony. 
 

Ug. ỉzml (*ʔizmal-), “sack, harness”  ảzml (*ʔazmā:al-), “sacks, pieces of harness” 
sg. abs.          pl. abs. 
ỉzml aḥt (KTU 5.3:7), ḫmšm ỉzml (KTU 4.284:2) ṯlṯ ảzml, KTU 5.23:3) 

 

49. However it must be taken into account that “collective” signifies a semantic use that refers to the “singular” of a 
nominal/adjectival (quality and subject,) category/species which usually appears in a “group”. 

50. The multiplicity of Ar. nouns for groups of men it is well known: ʔanas, ḥanak, daǧǧ(at) … (more than forty can be 
gathered from the three first volumes of AEL (Lane). 

51. A peculiar case is Ug. ỉnš, “people”, Heb. ʔenôš/ʔanāšîm, forms which cannot easily be separated from Ar. nas, Akk.  
niš-, Ebl. nas-, Emar. nas (see D. Arnaud, “Les traces des ‘Arabes’ dans les textes syriens du début du IIe millénaire à l’époque 
néo-assyrienne: esquisse de quelques thèmes”, in H. Lozachmer, ed., Présence árabe dans le Croissant fertile avant l’Hégire, 
Paris 1995, p. 21) and in the Ug. bnš, bn nšm (Ug.Syll. bu-nu-šu; see DUL a.v.); it could be either a sort of broken plural by 
apheresis of the first alif (!) or a secondary derived form by affixation of /a/, pattern /aqtāl/.; a similar case can also be seen in Ug. 
qnủ // ỉqnủ (see DUL, a.v.); see J. Tropper, “Kananäische Lehnwörter im Ugarischen. Neue Überlegungen zu bnš = bu-nu-šu, 
pảmt und mrḥqt”, UF 35, 2003, 663-671 (663-664).  

52. See e.g. one of the latest versions: D. Pardee, “”Nouvelle étude epigraphique et littéraire des textes dits ‘Les Rephaim’ 
(CTA 2-22)”, Orientalia 80/1, 2011, 42 (“Immole ... force agneaux”). 
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These examples show a clear case of morphological polar number opposition between numeral and 
numbered item, in accordance with the regular syntax of the numerals: ṯlṯ ảzml (KTU 5.23:3), instead of 
the expected external ṯlṯ ỉzmlm (ỉzml is f. according to KTU 5.3:7: ỉzml ảḥt) if we suppose this syntax to be 
operative in Ug.53 In this case we have both: the lack of an external marker and the apophonic alternance 
of the (quadriliteral) base. We are dealing nevertheless with a foreign word and the possibility remains 
also of a phonetic alternance (see above, although in this case the phonetic conditioning is not clear) 
together with the use of the sg. with collective/pl. meaning.  
 

Ug. dmʕt (*di:amʕat-), “tear”,      ủdmʕt (*ʔudmu:aʕāt-) 
sg./pl. abs.          pl. abs./suff.  
l ytk dmʕt (KTU 1.19 II 33, with pl. meaning)   tntkn ủdmʕt-h (KTU 1.14 I 28)  
tšt ... ủdmʕt (KTU 1.6 I 10)54  
 
The context of the sg. abs. form is rather unclear; the lexeme may even be an alternative sound pl. 

(*dim(a)ʕāt-) or may represent the collective use of the sg. This sg. f. form is nevertheless well attested in 
other Sem. languages (Akk. dimtu, Ar. damʕ-/-at-, Hb. dimʕat.55 The pl. abs. ủdmʕt in its turn is 
unequivocally well and repeatedly attested in Ug. This would be the only sure case of internal plural even 
for Moscati;56 see in this regard Ar. pl. pauc. ʔadmuʕ face to pl. mult. dumûʕ (> damʕ).57 The surprising 
thing in Ug. is that we apparently have both markers of pl. (apophonic prefix of extended form. /ʔu-/) and 
the regular external f. extension (-āt-) (contrast Ar. pl. ʔadmuʕ-).58 There is no clear explanation, but an 
analogous formation can be presumed here. In this regard a comparison with ủṣbʕ(t), “finger(s)” may be 
illustrative. Both come from base IIIʕ and both affix a prothetic /ủ-/ to it to shape a nominal form with pl. 
meaning.59 In any case it remains isolated and may have originated as a nominal form (“plenty of 
weeping”) with a pl. meaning abundance in keeping with the frequent template /ủqtl/ (?) in the language of 
the first half of the second century Syrian Semitic (see infra).  

 
Ug. ảzmr (*ʔaz(a)mar-), “foliage” (< “branches”) 
sg./pl (?) abs. 
ảrbʕ ảrbʕ mṯbt ảzmr (KTU1.41:56) 
 
The meaning of this hapax term is pl., but the form may correspond to a nominal collective formation, 

possibly a loanword from Akk. azamru; the sg. non extended form, attested in other Semitic languages,60 
is non extant in Ugaritic.  

 

53. See supra n. 41. The numeral “three” would require a plurality of individual items, but a collective might also be 
appropiate: see above ḫmš, šbʕm ṣỉn.  

54. See DUL a.v. for other examples 
55. See DUL a.v. But Ebl. i-ti-ma-a-tum (see DUL a.v.). 
56. See Moscati, “Plurali interni in ugaritico?”, p. 345 (“è l’esempio migliore … il significato no si presta a dubbi fondati; 

esiste un singolare attestato; il verbo che accompgna la parola è al plurale (tnkt) …; possibilità di un singolare a pefisso u-”). 
57. According to AEL 913: n. unitatis damʕat-, pl. paucitatis ʔadmuʕ-, pl. multitudinis dumūʕ-. 
58. Only in the Ar. pattern /aqtilat/ of the internal plural would the Ugaritic pattern /ʔuqtlt/ of ủdmʕt find a semi-parallel; see 

Corriente, Problemática de la pluralidad en semítico, p. 12. Moscati (“Plurali interni in ugaritico?”, p. 345) on his turn asserts: “lo 
schema (/uqtlt/) non è attestato altrove per il plutale interno”. The same should also be said of the patterns /iqtl, uqtl/. 

59. Actually ủṣbʕt is used in Ug. only as a pl. form; see DUL a.v. 
60. See DUL a.v.: Akk., zamru, Hb., zemôrāh.  
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Even if these prothetic forms (ỉ:ảzml, ủmdʕt, ảzmr) cannot be taken as unequivocal examples of 
internal or broken Ugaritic plurals, along with the abundant vocalic alternances found in the Ugaritic 
lexicon, they may be seen as proof of a morphological trend always present in the Semitic family that 
would be developed by the South-Semitic language family when it branched from the Syrian linguistic 
continuum at the end of the second century BC.61 On the other hand we do not know the pl. vocalisation of 
the monosyllabic themes /qatl-/ in order to be able to assess its bearing on the issue of the plural of 
segolate nouns in NWS, frequently adduced as a proof of the presence, at least as a remnant, of the 
internal pl. in the SS linguistic branche.62 Furthermore for the nominal determination of number in no 
expanded and not vocalised forms the mere adjectival concordance is not conclusive, since we may run 
across the use of enclitic –m. The verbal concordance is valid in principle but sometimes it becomes 
ambiguous. 
 
8. Internal expanded templates ( in /–h-/, /-y-/)  

 
The last proof of this expansive morphological trend is the pl. in /-h-/ infixed expanded forms.This is a 

kind of internal consonantal expansion that appears in a small group of primary feminine binary nouns and 
which are not usually accounted for as internal plurals.63 The pattern may have originated as an analogous 
formation according to alternative archaic forms like sg. ỉlht f. of m. ỉlh [*ʔilāhu] (pl.m. ỉlhm [ʔilāhūma]) / 
f. ỉlht [*ỉlāhatu] (pl. ỉlht [ʔilāhātu]), besides the more usual sg. m. ỉl [*ʔīlu], pl.m. ỉlm [*ỉlūma], sg.f. ỉlt 
[*ʔīlatu], pl.f. ỉlt [*ʔilātu]. Starting maybe from this originally trinary root (with optative radical /h/) forms 
developed which were semantically connected in the field of family relationships: ủm(t) // ủmht, ảmt // 
ảmht, b(n)t // bnht(?);64 and by secondary analogous extension: qrt // qrht and b(y)t // bhtm, alt. bwtm (< 
b(y:w)t < b(y)ht-m // bwt-m),65 the only one with a suplementary external extension /-m/ to compensate (?) 
for the contraction of the diphthong,66 thus acquiring the same quadriliteral pattern in the fiction of a 
trinary sg. base with a radical /-h-/. All the same, these analogous formations reveal the tendency to 
produce expanded pl. forms along with the regular pl. external template.  

We must also mention the pl. extended forms with insert /-y-/, v.g. ḫmt // ḥmyt (also in Phoen.), pḫr // 
pḫyr, mrm // mrym, ddm // ddym …67 as pl. of totality or group, while the expansion in /w-/ (bnwt) 
corresponds rather to the actualisation of the primitive IIIw radical of the base. A special case appears in 
mỉyt // mhyt due to either phonetic alternance ʔ/h68 or to mere graphic reading/writing confusion. However, 
all these infixed expansions are due to the morphological lexical requirements of the base, and in principle 
 

61. A case like nsk ảrym (see DUL a.v.) face to nskm bỉrtym is to be taken as a gen. construction (“casters from among the 
GN”) or as a scribe’s overlooking, rather than as an internal pl. of a participial form (!) (qātilu > qitāl-, qutāl-). 

62. See the Heb./Ug. theme: *malk // melākîm (internal slidimg) > *malku / *malkuma > *malakūma ( > *melakūma). In any 
case this seems to be more a question of stress and syll. harmonization that of actual base apophony. On this issue in general see 
W.H. van Soldt, “The vocalization of the word mlk, ‘king’ in Late Bronze Age syllabic texts from Syria and Palestine”, in 
HAMLET ON A HILL. Semitic and Greek studies presented to Professor T. Muraoka … (OLA 118), Leuven/Paris/Dudley MA 
2003, pp. 449-471.  

63. See Corriente, Problemática de la pluralidad en semítico, p. 34; Tropper, Ugaritische Grammatik, p. 163, 296. 
64. See Ar. bintu/ibnatu/banatu. 
65. A relatively similar case could be seen in ỉy // ỉht (?), but the documentation is insuficient.  
66. A possible case without external expansion neither f. in gender nor with m. mark coud be see in gl // ghl (?) (s. DUL), 

doubious morphology, *gl, without pl. meaning.  
67. See Moscati, “Plurali interni in ugaritic?, pp. 346ff. (“Gruppo qtyl”). 
68. See Corriente, op. cit., p. 34; on the complementary distribution of ʔ/h seen Del Olmo Lete, Questions de linguistique 

sémitique, p.79 (correct /‘/ for /’/. 
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have nothing to do with the mechanism that produces the internal pl. These infixed expansions of pl. 
forms shape a restrict morphologically and semantically conditioned group.   

Finally in this context we should mention the lexical pattern /ʔu-qtl-(t)/, frequent at Ugaritic but almost 
completely absent from the other Semitic languages,69. We have seen it present in terms like ủdmʕt and 
ủṣbʕt. Actually these are the only suggestions of an internal pl. In Ugaritic most of the terms in this pattern 
are foreingn loanwords: ủbdỉt/ủbdy/ủpdt, ủšpġt, ủṯḫt, ủṯpt, ủḏr (?), while ủdbr (Ar. ʔudābir),70 and ủṯkl 
(Heb. ʔeškōl; Ar. ʔiṯkal, ʔuṯkul) are genuine Semitic nominal lexemes (/ʔuqta:ul/). In turn, in ủpqt, 
ủṯryn/ủḫryt the initial /ủ/ seems to belong to the base and not to be a prefixed expansion, the pattern being 
of the type /qutl-/. 
 
9. Conclusion  
 

The internal plural is a retention in the development of the Semitic nominal morphology, present 
throughout AA phylum, but it also appears as an innovation bearing in mind its late and almost exclusive 
development in the (East-)South-Semitic family (OSA, MSA, Ar. and Eth., classic and dialectal) in which 
it has been instensively studied.71 In its origin it can be interpreted as either an analogous diffusion or as a 
parallel development of the verbal pattern system. The plural number was originally marked in PS only by 
the apophonic length of the ending syllable in common nouns (/-u/ # /-ū/) and in the verbal inflection 
(/qatala/ # /qatalū/). Simultaneously or at a second (?) stage a suff. extension /-m/ was added. Along with 
this final/external apophony and in accordance with the verbal System, a similar alternative system of 
apophonies and expansions was developed for the nominal number morphology, following also maybe the 
verbal pattern (/qatala/ # /yaqtulu/, /qatila/ # / /yiqtalu/). In this process the abstract notion and function of 
accounting and reckoning, semantically conditionned by the numbered items and their normal grouping, 
was determinant. This process remained open and each language developed its own set of apophonic pls., 
borrowing from the already developed nominal morpohological patterns just as the verbal noun (maṣdar) 
has done in the development and diversification of its own morphology.72 

In the Ugaritic grammars the issue is only mentionned in passing, although the meaningful forms in 
this connection are accurately recorded. Though faithful to the external pl. system, the Ugarit texts provide 
abundant nominal allophonies, phonetical and derivative, which may have contributed to opening the way 
towards the affirmation of the apophonic internal system of pl. morphology in a society where plurality 
was highly determinated by everyday, concrete reckoning of items gathered together in definite “wholes”, 
with abstract plurality being confined to the sg. nominal form in its collective sense. This system had been 
in operation since the very old stage of the linguistic phylum; nevertheless, its massive use is documented 
rather late in the development of comparative Semitic morphology. The oldest testimonies go back only to 
the Old (Epigraphic) North/South Arabic (8th/7th cent. BC). The previous genetic stage is to be found in 
the linguistic situation of the Late Bronze Syria. Once again, the Old Syrian Language Continuum 
emerges itself as the ascertainable morphological cradle of the development of a linguistic process in 
Semitic grammar, in this case of the internal plural. 

 

69. For the Emariote see D. Arnaud, “Le vocabulaire de l’heritage dans les textes syriens du moyen-Euphrate à la fin de 
l’âge du Bronze Récent”, SEL 12, 1995, 21-26 (24). This pattern coincides with the preservation of initial /w/ in bases Iw; actually 
the pattern is /quttal/; cf. also E.J. Pentiuc, West Semitic Vocabulary in the Akkadian Texts from Emar (HSS 49),Winona Lake 
2001, pp. 187-192, 235f. 

70. See G. del Olmo Lete, “Ugaritic nḥl and ủdbr: Etymology and Semantic Field”, JAOS 132/4, 2012, 613-621. 
71. See infra the thematic Bibliography. 
72. See supra p. 56f. on the suggested three stages of this development. 
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